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Dear Reader,

Cybage has once again made it BIG with a host of 
achievements and accolades; be it in the global IT 
arena, on Indian shores, or at ground zero. From getting 
recognized as a Top 100 Global Services Provider, being 
honored with the IT Excellence and Innovation award, 
standing tall among top 10 Best Employers, to winning  
the CEO of the year award, and achieving the SEI-CMMI 
Level 5 Ver. 1.3 certification, the list is endless. So, while 
we are already in the New Year, we are facing a set of new 
challenges and opportunities, a renewed spirit…  
and the ninth issue of CybageTimes!

The Cybage Annual Bash has always been the most 
celebrated event of the year. Dazzling performances, high 
octave music, a lively ambience, and most importantly, 
the ‘spirit of togetherness’ were just the perfect 
ingredients for an evening of corporate revelry. In this 
edition of CybageTimes, we bring you an interesting 
coverage of how Cybagians partied across the globe.

We also like to draw your attention to CybageAsha 
and Khushboo Charitable Trust—the two philanthropic 
initiatives of Cybage. This time, education has been 
given a special focus; from setting up better educational 
infrastructure by CybageAsha at a school to expressions 
of gratitude from the less fortunate students who have 
benefitted from Khushboo’s scholarship programs. 

Also, packed in this edition are evergreen topics that 
focus on the vibrant culture at Cybage. While Perfect 
Bond reaffirms the deep-rooted relationships Cybage 
has established with its clients over the years, Multi-
talented Cybagians showcases the extraordinary streak 
of talent among Cybagians, and In Retrospect - featuring 
Ashwin Parmar, VP and Head, Retail Practice, is a heady 
mix of childhood memories, career snapshots, and team 
bonding… and there’s of course, plenty more. 

We hope you enjoy this edition. Happy reading! 

Editor’s Note

Cybage Software Pvt. Ltd.
An SEI-CMMI Level 5 Ver. 1.3 & ISO 27001 company

HQ: Cybage Towers, Survey No 13A/ 1+2+3/1, Vadgaon Sheri, Pune 411014 | Tel: 91 20 6604 4700 | Fax: 91 20 6604 1701 
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A group of children is playing near two railway tracks, one still 
in use, while the other disused. Only one intelligent child is 
playing on the dysfunctional track, the irresponsible rest on the 
operational track. A train approaches, and you happen to be in 
charge of the track interchange. You can make the train change 
its course to the disused track to save most of the kids. However,  
that would also mean the smart child playing by the disused track 
would be sacrificed. So which option would you choose? 

Saving many ignorant children at the expense of a single bright 
child sounds like a rational decision most people would make, 
morally and emotionally. One can literally “see” the train and 
children just a ‘short’ distance away, so not surprisingly,  
a ‘shortsighted’ reflex action kicks in.  

But, is there a “longsighted” alternative to this choice as well,  
one that can evaluate the consequences of our option beyond 
the range of the naked eye? Such futuristic brainwaves 
particularly hold relevance when we are routinely exposed to 
dilemmatic decision points. After all, most of us do play key 
roles as professional and social entities, be it as a part of a 
project team at work or a family team at home. Real life is full 
of similar (albeit less dramatic) situations where a tangential 
thought process holds some value…

One, the sole wise kid would never suspect that the train might 
come on the disused track and would definitely get run over.  
The kids playing on the operational track, however, would 
probably know that the track is still in use, so will run away once 
they hear the train’s siren. In the real world, one needs to have 
“faith” in the subordinates and the family members to do the 
right thing, rather than continuously deciding everyone’s tracks!

Two, even if the big group is unaware of the risk, the chances 
are good that at least one kid is facing the direction of the 
approaching train and will warn the others in time. The solo kid, 
on the other hand, has lesser probability of the same advantage.  
That’s why there is a merit in diverse points of view, one should 
always “encourage” family/teammates to contribute towards all 
decision points.

Three, there must be a reason why one track is dysfunctional!   
In that case, how wise would it be to risk the lives of hundreds  
of train passengers to save a few children? In our daily lives, 
there are reasons why “disciplinary” frameworks are put in 
place.  

Any appeasement initiatives of subordinates/family for the  
short-term peace work against the intended objective in the 
long term.  

The ABC of leadership to reach our destination is something most 
of us understand well. But, sometimes, leadership is not just about 
going places, rather, firmly holding the ground we are standing 
on. For life is not always about catching the departing train.  
Every now and then, it is about missing the approaching train as 
well. That’s where the DEF (Discipline, Encouragement, and Faith) 
traits of leadership come cruising in.

Sincerely,
Arun Nathani | CEO & MD
www.arunnathaniblog.com

From the CEO’s Desk
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Perfect Bond

Cybage memories
I have many valued memories with the Cybage team. However, 
the highlight was my visit to the Cybage headquarters in India 
and meeting the offshore team. Getting an opportunity to 
know individuals on a personal level was much more rewarding. 
Speaking about the team, I would not distinguish between the 
Cybage offshore team and the US Auto Parts team. We are one 
team and I am very proud to underline this fact.  

Indian surprise
My travels to India—Mumbai, and Pune to be precise—are 
deeply etched in my memories. While the size of Mumbai 
was overwhelming at first, I became comfortable quickly and 
enjoyed exploring the city in a very short time. Everyone we 
met treated us very well. The sights and sounds of Pune were 
fascinating and the food was amazing. But, it is really the people 
who made the experience worth cherishing. The hospitality 
people showed is unparalleled. You feel as if you are a part of 
their family. 

Work-life 
With an awesome wife, Jenny, and two amazing daughters, 
Ashley and Kennedy, someone like me who enjoys work can 
hardly manage doing everything I would like to. I have to 
constantly prioritize my activities and manage my time. I work 
fewer hours in a day than I used to ten or fifteen years ago,  
but now I am more effective with my time.     

After hours
I love reading books, watching basketball, American football, 
and most of all, being with my family. Spending time with my 
daughters and watching them grow as good human beings is 
certainly a delight. 

Humanitarian cause
Like many other employees of USAP, I mentor at-risk kids in 
a school close to our office. Moreover, my wife and I like to 
volunteer at events for our two daughters. Participating in such 
activities helps keep me grounded and appreciate the essence 
of life. 

Success formula 
Spend as much time as possible understanding your customer’s 
requirements and business objectives. This will add more value 
to your performance. It is also critical to align your resources, 
processes, and technologies with the business vision, strategy 
and objectives. 

Message to Cybagians
You all should be proud to be a part of a company that looks 
at its clients as business partners. Cybage’s unique long-term 
focus on partnerships allows you to grow with your clients in a 
mutually beneficial way. 

Aaron Coleman is the Chief Operations Officer for US Auto Parts. He started 
his career as a producer for internet properties at Baan Inc.—a global ERP 
software provider. Aaron served a brief stint with Chipshot.com, a golf 
e-Commerce retailer, and was responsible for the Customer Technology 
Infrastructure group at American Airlines. He then worked in the capacity 
of Chief Technology Officer for Travelweb LLC and later as the Senior Vice 
President of Blockbuster’s online organizations. A professional with such vivid 
experience shares his valuable insights with us.

Aaron Coleman -  Chief Operations Officer | US Auto Parts

“Cybage’s unique long-term focus on partnerships allows 
you to grow with your clients in a mutually beneficial way.”
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Michael Siftar is the Chief Technology Officer at US Auto Parts in Los Angeles, 
USA. His career began at Ernst & Young in the field of e-Commerce Security 
Consulting. He then ventured into commercial e-Commerce as an Enterprise 
Java Developer in the B2B space before transitioning to B2C retail. As the 
Director of Applications Development at Blockbuster Online, Michael was 
responsible for both, the onsite development team and offshore partner 
located at Bangalore. From Blockbuster, he joined Scholastic in a Director 
role, and was responsible for e-Commerce development and the Project 
Management Office. Read on as Michael gets candid with CybageTimes.

Cybage memories
Recently, Cybage invited me for the 2012 Customer Day in New 
York City, where I met the Cybage Management team and their 
varied customers. It was an honor to lead a panel discussion on 
how to successfully make IT investments in the dynamic fields of 
mobile, social, and cloud computing. I was impressed by many 
other Cybage customers and it helped to further my belief that 
we’re a part of a very special partnership. I left the event with a 
renewed sense of respect for Cybage as a host, and there was a 
surge of new ideas on how to approach certain challenges.

Success formula 
We believe in two mottos and both reflect well on our success. 
The first one comes from Shane Evangelist (CEO) as he states 
that he is “interested in effort and fascinated by results”.  
The second one is from Aaron Coleman (COO) and he says that 
in Information Technology, a successful focus prioritizes  
“People, Process, and Technology” in that order.    

Cybage connect
The best part of our relationship with the Cybage team is 
that they have earned the respect to be considered as a 
seamless member of our internal organization. All through our 
engagement, the attitude has always been one of partnership 
and support. 

The Indian experience
I thoroughly enjoyed my visit to the Cybage headquarters in  
the spring of 2010. The Indian cuisine and hospitality of the 

Cybage project team were the clear highlights of the trip.  
Well, I still have tears in my eyes from the green chilli that  
I mistook for a green bean during lunch one day! During our 
last afternoon there, we took a quick tour of downtown Pune, 
and I was certainly awe-struck by the amazing architecture and 
the vibrant environment.

Philanthropy 
For several years, our family has extended financial support 
for Bethania Kids, a charity foundation having its center in 
South India and committed to the betterment of orphaned and 
disadvantaged children. Additionally, US Auto Parts contributes 
time to the P.S. I Love You foundation, which provides a 
mentorship program to students in South Los Angeles schools. 

Family ties
Since the past year, I have dedicated my free time to my 
daughter’s budding soccer career. To encourage her interest in 
the game, we have begun watching international soccer, and it’s 
quickly becoming our favorite chill-out activity.

Message to Cybagians
I’ve enjoyed speaking about Cybage to a number of industry 
peers and it all comes down to the people and culture within 
the organization. I’m sure it is sometimes a challenge to balance 
the needs and loyalties of the client, but we have always felt like 
part of the team.

Michael Siftar -  Chief Technology Officer | US Auto Parts 

“The best part of our relationship with the Cybage team is that 
they have earned the respect to be considered as a seamless 
member of our internal organization.”
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In retrospect 
- Ashwin Parmar

Ashwin Parmar, Vice President and Head - Retail has 
been spearheading the Retail Practice at Cybage for quite 
some time now and considers his journey at Cybage as an 
enlivening and extremely satisfying experience.  
In a heart-to-heart chat with CybageTimes, he fondly 
recounts his childhood memories, his career path that 
finally culminated in IT, his team, an insight on the 
personal front, and much more. 

Rapid Fire
Favorite English word 
Oxymoron

One bizarre dream you wish 
could come true… 
Acting with 
Amitabh Bachchan

Hobbies
Trekking

Favorite dish 
Kolhapuri Misal

Favorite sport
Cricket

Favorite sportsperson
Ivan Lendl, a Tennis player 

Favorite singer
Mukesh, Ghulam Ali 

Favorite sweet dish
Rabdi, Moongdal Halwa 

Memorable escapade 
Sikkim, Kanha National Park

Addicted to
Television

“I joined Cybage on June 4, 2007, on Arun’s birthday. What 
a day to embark on a new journey! I joined as a Delivery 
Manager for Microsoft and handled accounts before taking 
over the reins of Retail Practice in 2010,” Ashwin says. Ask 
him about his fondest memory as a Cybagian so far and he 
replies in a jiffy, “I can never forget the first Cybage Senior 
Managers’ Meet I attended in Aamby Valley in September 2007. 
I was amazed to see the cordiality and simplicity of our CXOs at 
the meet.”

Yesteryears
In retrospect, Ashwin attributes his achievements to his 
childhood, which made him more grounded. “I received a 

humble upbringing in a typical Gujarati 
middle-class setup where morals 

were valued more than money, and 
the feeling of togetherness was all 

pervasive. I imbibed determination, dedication, and discipline 
from my father, a professor. My mother, a sociable homemaker, 
instilled in me the values of hard work and honesty that shaped 
my character,” reminisces Ashwin fondly. “I was a rebel by nature, 
but I am proud of the fact that I was provided with whatever was 
reasonable rather than being pampered.”

Ashwin owes some of his managerial skills to his household in 
his hometown, Jalgaon, which was always visited by kith and 
kin. “I could minutely observe people with different tastes and 
temperaments. I learnt to go ahead with my tasks, getting least 
affected by the bustling environment.”

“I don’t believe in idolizing a few. I would 
rather learn from each person around.”
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Comedy of errors
Ashwin never wasted time in planning his career. Rather, he 
tried to learn new methods and techniques whenever he got 
the opportunity and let his career bloom on its own accord. 
Reasonably good at academics, Ashwin enjoyed being a part of 
extra-curricular activities at school. “I loved my college life as 
well. I was a big prankster as a COEP student and would often 
face the music,” says Ashwin, with a grin on his face. 

After completing his B.E. in Mechanical Engineering, he worked 
in the field of boiler erection and commissioning for a couple of 
years. Then, he pursued his Master’s in Business Administration 
specializing in Materials Management and plunged onto the  
IT bandwagon. You wonder how Ashwin has come such a long 
way before he humbly quips, “It has been a comedy of errors! 
You won’t believe it - I considered myself a computer illiterate 
when I joined IT.”

Homecoming
While staying in the US for six years during one of his previous 
employments, Ashwin never felt at home. The Indian soil was 
always his true calling. “I never wanted to settle abroad.  
Perhaps my homecoming was to fetch me a job in Cybage,” 
Ashwin opines.  

My team is a dark horse
Ashwin boasts of leading a team of such diligent Cybagians 
who prefer staying away from the spotlight, “My team is like 
a dark horse: they maintain a low profile but are teeming with 
potential.” While working in concert with the team, Ashwin never 
likes to play the senior. He is always receptive to new ideas 
churned out of healthy discussions with team members. 

Personally speaking
My better half, Dharmishtha, an electrical engineer by 
profession, is a better manager when it comes to home 
management,” says Ashwin. He loves to speak about his family. 
“Our only child Neel is a very simple and docile kid. My actual 
problem is to make him do naughty and crazy things, even 
though my wife thinks otherwise in this matter,” he then can’t 
help let out a chuckle. “Neel is free to make his own decisions.  
I just want to be the beacon to my child. The only message 
I keep giving him is to ‘Be fearless’ because fear impedes 
progress,” avers Ashwin. He then adds, “I am swamped on 
weekdays. However, Sundays are fun days with family. We don’t 
plan things but rather want to keep the surprise element alive 
and just enjoy.” 

Ashwin doesn’t believe in idolizing a few. He would rather learn 
from each person around. His mantra in life is to enjoy every 
moment to the fullest. ”Make the most of life you may! Life is 
short and wears away!” he affirms before signing off with a firm 
handshake!

Ashwin (seated fourth from the left) with his core team

Ashwin with wife, Dharmishtha, and son, Neel 
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4000 Cybagians and their families received a warm welcome from Arun and wife Ritu Nathani along with Deepak and wife Sheena 
Nathani at the Cybage annual extravaganza in Pune.

The magnificent acrobatic and laser acts performed by a Ukrainian dance troupe left the audience enthralled. The showstopper 
of the evening, Neeraj Shridhar, had the crowd sway to the tunes of his famous Bollywood hits such as, “Woh chali”, “Tumhi ho 
bandhu”, and “Tum mile”. Arun Nathani’s speech celebrated the spirit and success of Cybagians. Some Cybagians were felicitated  
for successfully completing 10 glorious years at Cybage. The Cybage Management delivered a well-choreographed ‘Gangnam Style’ 
performance. This certainly was the highlight of the evening and left the crowd with a unanimous cheer for an ‘encore’. Finally, a 
scrumptious dinner delighted the corporate revelry, adding flavors to the spirit of gathering.

  Neeraj Shridhar regaling the crowd   Breathtaking act by a Ukrainian dancer

Pune

  Neelam Sivanandan being felicitated by Arun, Ritu, Sheena, and Deepak 

Gurvinder Singh Chhatwal 

Neelam Sivanandan 

Debasis Ray 

Srinivasa Reddy Marri 

Anish Betawadkar 

Viraj Padhye 

Nutan Patil 

Parag S Kulkarni 

Manisha Wadkar 

Rakesh Chauhan 

Prem Prakash 

Smital Petkar 

Pratul Koratkar 

Rahul Dombe 

Ajit Kumar

Congrats 
on 

10 
years
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Gandhinagar
Over 400 Cybagians along with their families were part of the 
Cybage annual extravaganza at Gandhinagar. The presence 
of Arun and Ritu Nathani, and Amit Gajwani (Senior Vice 
President - Business Development) at the event made the 
evening truly memorable. There were some splendid dance 
performances, medleys, fusions, and a live-band performance 
by fellow Cybagians. Some employees were felicitated on 
completion of their 5-year tenure with Cybage. DJ Namman 
Trivedi, had the audience grooving to his beats. This was 
indeed an action-packed event.

Hyderabad 
In the gracious presence of Arun and Ritu Nathani, and JaiKrishnan K  
(Vice President – Small and Medium Businesses) the Cybage Annual 
Bash at the Novotel Hyderabad International Convention Center, was 
celebrated with zeal and fervor. There was an outstanding performance by 
Krishna Chaitanya, a famous Telugu singer, fabulous dance performances 
by Cybagians, and an invigorating speech delivered by Arun.

  Crowd enjoying the DJ music

  Arun and Ritu with JaiKrishnan K and Sai Balaji lighting the lamp

   An indo-western dance performance by Cybagians 

   5 years felicitation

A welcome classical dance performance by a Cybagian
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News & Achievements
Arun Nathani conferred ‘CEO with HR orientation Award’  
Arun Nathani was honoured with the ‘CEO with HR orientation Award’ and Cybage with the  
‘Best Evaluation technique for Talent Management Metrics’ award organized by World HRD 
Congress. These awards were given at the ‘Talent & HR Leadership’ conference by ET Now.  
During the same ceremony, Cybage was also ranked 11th in ‘Dream Companies to Work for’ 
Award presented by Bloomberg TV. 

In addition, Mr. Amit Gajwani, Sr. Vice President, Business Development, was felicitated with  
‘The Greatest Corporate Leader of India’ award in the IT segment.

Jagat Pal Singh wins ‘CTO of the Year Award’  
It was a moment of great honor for Cybage when Jagat Pal Singh was felicitated with the  
‘CTO of the Year Award’ at the Asian Leadership Awards 2012 organized in Dubai. Hosted 
by the Asian Confederation of Businesses, the awards were presented to corporate leaders 
across all industry verticals for impeccable leadership qualities and exemplary contribution  
in applying the best modules to strengthen their businesses.

Cybage among top 10 in the DQ-CRM Best Employers Survey 2012 
Cybage was among top 10 IT companies in the DQ-CRM Best Employer Survey (BES) 2012. As part of the survey, employees ranked 
Cybage as the ideal company to work with, based on parameters such as transparent policies, effective communication channel, 
employee welfare strategies, positive work environment, job stability, company image, and focused leadership and management. 

While Cybage Inc. employees at Redmond, Washington celebrated the Annual Bash by dining at an upscale Indian restaurant called 
Moksha in the heart of Bellevue downtown, Cybagians from the East Coast gathered for lunch at a famous Indian restaurant in 
Manhattan. 

Cybagians and their families from Southern California celebrated the Annual Bash at the Traditions Banquet Hall in Tustin, CA.  
There were fun-filled performances by the kids on tunes of Jingle bells and rounds of musical chairs. On close heels followed a 
couple dance, and the party fervor found no bounds. The bash ended with everyone relishing the succulent masala paans.

  Southern California team  East Coast team

Cybage Inc. 
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Cybagians are not just technically proficient; they 
also put their best foot forward in various creative 
manifestations and recreational activities like 
sports, trekking, competitions, dancing, and so on. 
CybageTimes introduces four such multi-talented 
Cybagians. 

Multi-talented 
Cybagians
Harshada Patil | QA Engineer, Pune 

Star of MNC

“Main pareshan, pareshan, pareshan…” Remember this melody? 
Yes, it’s none other than Harshada, who floored everyone with 
her performance at the recent Musical Night @ Cybage. Besides 
singing, she has also made her mark in poster making, rangoli, 
diya-making competitions, and ballroom dancing. An active 
member of the Digital River hobby club, Harshada now plans  
to conduct guitar, and Zumba sessions.  

Harshada is also an active member of the trekking and cultural 
committee, and the bikers’ club. While not at work, she teaches 

kids, practices 
the guitar, 
plays badmin-
ton, or writes. 
A known face 
in Cybage, 
Harshada 
exhibits her 
diverse talents 
effortlessly.

Alpesh Joshi | Sr. Software Engineer,  Gandhinagar
 

Talent Bank 

What makes Alpesh 
different? Is it his high 
IQ, love for sports, or his 
yearning to learn new 
things? Alpesh has proven 
his caliber by representing 
Cybage at inter corporate 
quiz competitions and in 
several TT tournaments. 
He has also exhibited his 
winning streak in cricket 
matches. 

He has been an active 
cultural committee member for years, and has participated 
in salad-making and rangoli competitions. He enjoys horse 
riding and photography, and has also organized treks and bird 
watching events. His adventurous streak has earned him a 
certificate in scuba diving. Occasionally, he even hosts special 
events for his senior-citizen friends.

Vijay BK | Sr. Software Engineer, Hyderabad 

Techno-trainer

Technology fascinates him and he loves sharing knowledge by 
training Cybagians in .NET. The list of Vijay’s passions is endless. 
He enjoys music, cricket, and dance. Be it the Cybage Annual 
Bash, funfair, or cubicle decoration, Vijay has always been a 
sport and actively participates in various events. 

On the personal front, Vijay promotes greenery and volunteers 
for various social activities. 
He strongly believes in 
encouraging people in his 
locality to conserve precious 
resources and adopt eco-
friendly habits. Whether  
it’s enjoying his favorite 
game - pool or carom, 
dancing, or volunteering 
for social service, his multi-
faceted persona always 
keeps him going. 

Dipesh Nilawar | Sr. QA Engineer, Pune
 

Hero of Cybage 

One of the Most 
Active Members of 
CybageAsha, Dipesh 
sets an example 
through his selfless 
contribution to 
social and cultural 
activities on and 
off the company 
premises. He has 
been nominated for 

the 7th Real Hero of Cybage. Dipesh heads the lunch committee 
and is a member of the Emergency Rescue Team (ERT). He 
showcases his techie side by keeping abreast of the latest 
trends in IT and this quest to engage in research has earned him 
immense recognition from seniors.

Moreover, he always finds some ‘me’ time when he indulges 
in hobbies such as cricket, photography, and teaching. He also 
runs a Facebook group called Aryavaishya, which helps new 
people in Pune find jobs and accommodation.
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Overview
E-Commerce is a simple online process of buying and selling 
products or services. It is a business platform that combines 
several upstream and downstream systems along with third-
party services enabling them to build a robust business and 
technology ecosystem. 

While changing the definition of the traditional business model, 
e-commerce is building an entirely new revenue stream with a 
phenomenal future. Banking, Retail, and Travel industries are 
primarily leveraging the e-commerce model, while the other 
industries have already started adopting this strategy. 

The most common e-commerce formats are B2C (Business to 
Consumer), B2B (Business to Business) and B2B2C (Marketplace 
model). These models can be engaged with any business such 
as physical goods, software, travel tickets, services and utilities, 
hotel bookings, banking, and trading, among others.

E-Commerce in India
Conducive reasons for e-commerce boom in India are 
paradoxical. On one end, good purchasing power makes urban 
consumers look at e-commerce just as another shopping 
destination. On the other end, consumers in the interior parts  
of India having relatively low spending ability get access to a 
long-tail product line only through e-commerce channels.

Travel share is much larger than retail share as travel-related 
transactions majorly aim at e-delivery achieving instant 
consumer gratification. In contrast, retail mostly involves 
delivery of physical goods through a complex supply chain 
management system that at times takes more time to deliver 
and fails to win consumer’s trust. So most of the times, the 
consumer base is not comfortable waiting for physical shipment 
even though the rate of delivery failure is low. 

Global scenario
Globally, the US and the UK lead the e-commerce space, 
whereas Japan and China lead the Asian market. The global 
e-commerce market contributes 12% of the retail sales,  
whereas China and Japan bring in about 4% of the total sale.  
In India, it stands at 0.12%, indicating a major spur in the 
coming years. With infrastructural growth, it is expected that the 
overall GMS rapidly grows over the next few years.

Growth Opportunities 
E-Commerce is poised to grow with the advantages of both 
direct and enabled consumer engagement conversions.  
It has helped business to expand beyond the local geography 
and to integrate with a wider network of distribution systems 
to offer an even wider range of products and services to the 
global consumer base. Multi-channel retail, on the other side, 
is growing faster as the e-commerce channel is supplementing 
the store footprint, and it has proven the assumptions wrong 
in terms of channel cannibalization. As the technology and 
infrastructure are maturing in this space, incredible growth is 
anticipated in near future.

Challenges and threats  
Global context
The major threats from the technology perspective are 
Fraud and Security. Maintaining a sustained trust factor in 
the consumer segment, setting competitive strategies, and 
incentivizing consumers for e-commerce transactions are 
getting more challenging with the growing demand and high 
consumer expectations. Apparently, to the business model,  
there are no alarming threats as such.

E-Commerce zone

Profile at a glance
On completing his graduation from Utkal University, Bhubaneswar, Tapas started 
his professional career with Tata Infotech (TULEC) in 1998. He then joined 
ImagePoint Technologies through C-DAC campus hiring. Having joined Cybage 
in 2003, he has been working in various capacities with several customer-
accounts across the globe in Retail, Biometrics, and E-commerce space.  
Currently, Tapas is heading the Cybage e-commerce Center of Excellence.

Tapas Lenka 
Head, E-Commerce CoE, Cybage
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E-Commerce at Cybage
Cybage has been a pioneer in the 
e-commerce space that provides 
technology solutions and domain specific 
consulting services. Today, it stands out 
to be one of the best global consulting 
houses in the e-commerce business. 
Cybage has meticulously established a 
Center of Excellence (CoE) for competency 
building, knowledge harvesting and 
retention, R&D, and business process 
specialization. With a core team of over 
600 Cybagians, which includes Technical 
Architects, Solutions Architects, Business 
Analysts, and specialized QA, Security,  
UX, and Mobility resources, Cybage 
provides strategic consulting and delivers 
solutions to a widespread e-commerce 
customer base across the globe. The major 
platforms Cybage is working on at present 
include Magento, ATG, and Intershop, 
among others. 

Indian Context
India is still in the nascent stage of e-commerce, and wants to 
capture a bigger market share. However, merchants are just pumping 
in investment into the business without checking the business 
profitability. I see this as a threat to the business continuity since none 
of the business’s success rate is high. Competitive pricing, free shipping 
cost, and high customer acquisition cost are not only bleeding 
profitability, but have deflated the reserved cash and invested funds 
to a great extent. Indian merchants have to be sensitive on this matter 
and steer their business towards profitability before it is too late.  
They must convey to customers that e-commerce is all about 
convenience and better accessibility beyond the local region. This is 
not a substitute to traditional retail in terms of price advantage or 
cannibalizing the multi-channel model. 

Future Roadmap 
E-Commerce is purely a technology enabled business model, so the 
changes on the offerings would be rapid and frequent. Some of the 
emerging formats that would change the typical e-commerce model 
are:

1. Social commerce

2. Marketplace format

3. Mobile commerce

4. Personalization

5. Multi-channel commerce

Transaction Life Cycle in E-Commerce
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Ek mutthi chawal, ek mutthi dal by CybageAsha, Hyderabad

Designer rangolis, Gandhinagar

Six glorious years @ Gandhinagar

 Biker’s ride to Mahabaleshwar, Pune

Cybagians enjoying a game @ Diwali fun-fair, Pune

Excited to receive the secret santa gift, Hyderabad

All smiles @ Diwali fun-fair prize distribution, Hyderabad 
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Cybagians @ Pool tournament, Hyderabad

Colourful Makar Sankranti, Pune  Kite (patang) flying on Makar Sankranti, Gandhinagar

‘Jai ho!’ Republic Day celebrations, Pune

Cricket team posing for the camera, PuneTable-tennis tournament in full swing, Pune

Dazzling dandiya night, Hyderabad Disco dandiya night, Pune
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Q: How do you handle a difficult situation?

Khushru Doctor (KD): To begin with, I anticipate the 
worst outcome of a difficult situation. This prepares me for the 
greatest loss I may suffer in the given situation. Next, I break 
down the problem into small blocks and then act rationally 
by overcoming them one-by-one. After I have fathomed the 
magnitude of the problem, I can confidently attack its core.  
It is important to keep calm and stay cool consistently. 

Tarun Mahajan (TM): I like to keep it simple. The key  
is not to react; understand the facts, identify the root cause  
of the problem, and weigh the pros and cons before finalizing  
the solution. Learn and move on…

Q: Negative trait/s in your personality that you       
overcame and how? 

KD:  I was very domineering and aggressive in my inter-
personal dealings. I got the opportunity to meet Mr. Mahesh 
Bhagwandas, a fabulous trainer, in one of the trainings 
organized by Cybage. He helped me identify this weak link  
and take remedial measures. In due course of time, I learnt  
to be patient as I realized that efficiency levels vary from  
person-to-person.

TM: I must say my listening skills were not very strong. I had 
to consciously remind myself to let others complete their point 
before I put forth mine. Eventually, I improved, and I believe  
I am a good listener now.

Q: What is your formula for a healthy and       
balanced life? 

KD: Dealing with our hectic and sedentary life requires a sound 
mind in a sound body. Believe me; you will not get a more 
experienced Doctor than me! 

Simple things like regular walks, breathing exercises, and 
sufficient sleep help reduce stress. Also drinking plenty of water 
eliminates toxins from the body.

TM: I believe “Our body is the temple of our soul” that you 
need to worship. A fresh mind helps in making quicker and 
better decisions. There should be no excuse for not taking time 
out for yourself.

Q: A song that you would like to dedicate to  
your team. 

KD: “Saathi haath badhana, Ek akela thak jayega, milke bojh 
uthana” from the Hindi film Naya Daur. These lines translate to: 
“Dear colleagues please extend your support; one person alone 

Straight from the heart 
There may be infinite definitions for the term ‘Leadership’ but there are definite traits common across 
leaders. They have infectious self-discipline, focus, and an unruffled approach to problems. They inspire, 
motivate, lead and are widely admired as they raise the bar every time they set goals. CybageTimes 
caught up with Khushru Doctor, Delivery Head, Gandhinagar and Tarun Mahajan, Head, Tech Support, 
Pune to share some knowledge nuggets with Cybagians.

Tarun Mahajan

Khushru Doctor
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will get tired, let’s carry the load together.” I could not have  
achieved alone without the unflinching support of the teams 
that I have had the honour of leading. They are the cornerstone 
of my success.

TM: “Hero” by Mariah Carey. We all have something special in 
us and it is with this belief that we need to complement each 
other within a team and rise against all odds.

Q: A most memorable team outing at  Cybage. 

KD: The team outing with my LexisNexis-UK Streamline 
development team at a restaurant called Bandhan on the 
Ahmedabad-Gandhinagar highway in 2008. 

Even after a hard day at office, the energy levels were 
electrifying. That outing raised my faith in the team  
and its capability to deliver together.

TM: For the last three years, we have been clubbing 
multiple project parties into one grand department 
party. These parties are super fun. 

I must mention the November 2012 event at Paprika 
Hot Rock, Pune. It was fun to see the informal yet 
cordial side of my team.

Q: The one thing that keeps you motivated 
at your work place.

KD: It would be the open atmosphere at Cybage and my  
self-motivation.

TM: Passion for my work keeps me going. As we work 24x7, 
there is no dull moment on the floor. You see fresh faces at all 
hours and that makes me feel that I’ve just started my day.

Q: Idols you look upto. 

KD: My greatest idol is my father. He was a simple, 
straightforward person who inculcated some good 
characteristics in me. He was honest, hardworking, 
and very principled in his approach. He never gave 
up in a tough situation and always ensured that truth 
prevailed.

I admire the US President Mr. Barack Obama who has 
shown that nothing is impossible. 

TM: My family and friends inspire me in a lot of ways. 
I owe attributes such as dedication and passion to my 
family. And I am lucky to have friends who have always 

been a great help when it comes to extending the frontiers of 
my knowledge.

Q: Few words to your fellow Cybagians. 

KD: Act; do not react! It is easy to get carried away and be 
impulsive. By doing so, you lose focus from the ultimate goal 
since the situation or the person becomes more important.  

TM: The day we start taking complete responsibility of our 
actions and stop making excuses is the day we start our journey 
towards success...

Q: Values you learnt in your journey as a Cybagian. 

KD: One of the great values that I have learnt in Cybage is to 
treat all clients with equal respect and dignity. Secondly, there is 
no substitute for good quality deliverables in business.

TM: Perseverance.

Khushru Doctor (third from left) with his team

Tarun Mahajan (seated first from left) with his team
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My recent Harley ride to Goa with fellow 
HOG (Harley Owners’ Group) members 
was a lifetime experience. As a Harley 
owner, I was invited for the Indian Bike 
Week 2013 by Harley Davidson wherein 
the company organized their very first 
National Ride to commemorate its 
110th anniversary.

Around 40 HOG members from Pune 
were planning to cruise on their Harleys 
to Goa and were cajoling me to join 
the experience. Riding about 550 km 
from Pune to Goa and back is not a 
cakewalk! Family advised me against this 
adventure but the biker in me longed 
for the thrill and took up the now-or-
never opportunity! All set with biking 
armor, boots, helmets, and other road 
safety gear, we kick-started our journey 
from Pune and we took occasional 

breaks for meals, fuel, or a fellow HOG 
who lagged behind.

My wife Sheena joined me in Goa.  
A grand welcome party at Taj Aguada 
on the first day, a high-octane musical 
night on the second and a regal Harley 
rally on the concluding day; it was fun 
unlimited. I participated in the Harley 
parade where over 500 Harleys from all 
over India whizzed through the streets 
of North Goa offering an exhilarating 
sight to the people who lined up by the 
roads to click pictures. We bonded with 
other HOG families, enjoying wonderful 
moments and authentic Goan cuisine.

It was a dream weekend where I lived 
the road with my Harley and earned 
very good grades in the endurance test.

Weekends are spent with family and friends,
Activities abound, emotions it lends.
Memorable they are, 
Whether near or far. 

Our senior executives share their memorable weekend 
where they met kindred souls with a common passion, 
spent time in quiet introspection, reached out to the 
needy, or enjoyed a thrilling adventure!

A Wonderful 
Weekend

Jagat Pal Singh | Chief Technology Officer

My trek to Sinhagad Fort was my most cherished weekend.  
The trek to the fort is normally a simple one as it is not situated 
at a high altitude. But this one turned out to be adventurous for 
three little girls and an overweight person like me .  

This is how the story unfolds. Two of my friends and I along  
with our daughters, aged six, decided to introduce our girls  
to a world of adventure. My friends being athletes were in a 
position to carry their daughters all the way up, if required. 
As for me, carrying my daughter seemed a challenge. Turning 
my back on the trek was not a good option, as I didn’t want 
to leave a sense of failure on the young impressionable minds. 
After twenty minutes of starting the trek, the girls began to 
ask repeatedly how far the fort was. Our answer was simple, 
“nearby”. About half an hour later, the girls were exhausted and 
asked to be carried. My heart sank! What was I to do? We rested 
a bit and started again. To distract them, I decided to narrate 
a story of a fish, a rabbit and a tortoise, with lots of lemonade. 
This helped in making the journey enjoyable for them. Later,  
the exhaustion began to set in.  

We asked people around us how far the destination was and 
got different answers. We eventually decided to give ourselves 
another fifteen minutes. If we didn’t reach the top by then, 
we would take a U-turn. We managed to cajole the girls into 
trudging along. 

Bravo! We had finally made it. The great feeling of jubilation 
made our afternoon lunch at the fort even more memorable. 

Deepak Nathani | Chief Operating Officer
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Every new day is like a new beginning—good and unique. 
Once in a while you go through a day of experiences that leave 

behind memories of a lifetime. For me a particular weekend 
outing, which I have reminisced umpteen times over in the 
past and still do sometimes, was with the CybageAsha team 
some two years ago. It was a visit to a village that Cybage had 
adopted, for inaugurating a newly commissioned water storage 
tank there. 

We interacted with the residents on two aspects—for improving 
the hygienic conditions, and developing compost manure using 
earthworms, cow-dung, and wet-waste. 

What floored me was the show of gratefulness by the villagers 
to the Cybage volunteers for their initiatives; also the courtesy 
and warmth extended to us. They even had some cultural 
programs by the locals to make us feel welcome. 

JaiKrishnan K | Vice President – Small and Medium Businesses

Imagine my delight when I was 
asked to organize a trek to 
the famous Rajmachi fort near 
Lonavala. I have always had 
passion for trekking and have 
been on some, where I was 
led. Today I had to lead. Only a 
few of us had some experience 
of trekking; the rest, about 
30 of them, were amateurs. 
Habitual of the urban city, the 
lush green landscapes and 
hilly tops were an enchanting 
sight for my fellow trekkers. 
So captivated were they that 
it didn’t dawn on them that 
much time had elapsed in 

Devdatta Rege | Vice President – Large Enterprises reaching the fort. Soon it was 4.30 pm; we now had to climb 
down. It was pitch-dark and the rain was beating down on us. 

All the fun became a thing of the past as we got lost in 
the forest and couldn’t find our way back. Throats were 
parched and the feeling of helplessness was tightening its 
grip on us.

Luckily, two stockily built guys from our group managed 
to run down the hill before dark to seek help. Good 
samaritans, the villagers, came to our rescue with torches 
and led us down to the foothill. To our amazement, the 
nimble-footed villagers traversed the forest with great 
ease in the dark, displaying their familiarity with the 
surrounding. The entire feeling of helplessness was now 
transformed into bursts of joy. Trekking down the fort at 
midnight, with water streams flowing around us, and an 
amazing view of skyline was indeed a thrilling experience.  

This trip made us seasoned trekkers. Weekend trekking 
ventures have been a regular practice since then. 

It was indeed a unique weekend since I could pen down my 
thoughts into a poem. The poem goes like this:

Uttiya Dasgupta | Vice-President, Business Development, Atlanta, (Georgia), USA

Quest 

Much have I renounced 
And cherished in life 
Still… a new dawn breaks  
Yet again a day of strife

Much will I see today 
Faces, both laughter and pain 
Still... I question where I stand 
I search the crowds in vain

Much love have I known of 
That blossomed and then slowly died; 
Still... the Great Hunger stirs in me 
To fathom, have I earnestly tried?
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Kishor Kakade

I am very thankful to Khushboo for giving me scholarship of Rs. 
60,000 every year. This scholarship has helped me to fulfill my 
college fees. Now, because of this scholarship I am able to study 
in a reputed college VIIT PUNE. My father’s dream that his son 
will become Computer Engineer is on the way of completion.

My father is farmer in my village Ashti; still I am Fortunate 
enough to be in a standard college like VIIT. I am very glad to 
you people for doing a very great deed by providing such a 
scholarships to needy students like me and I hope that you will 
keep your deedful activity go on forever.

Pragati Kapse

I am studying in Zeal Education Society’s Dyanganga College 
of Engineering. As I belong to a middle class family and don’t 
have father; we face financial problems. I want to become an 
Electronics and Telecommunication Engineer and also wish  
to pursue higher studies, but the financial problems has been a 
threat in the way. We came to know about the charitable trust 
and learnt that they provide scholarships for Engineering and 
Medical students having low income and financial problems. 

They helped me by giving me half scholarship and gave a 
chance to me to fly in the open sky and fulfill my dreams. In 
today’s world where our true relations fail, the trust has helped 
me a lot in pursuing good education which is going to help me 
to get a good placement and settle my family financially. 

Krutika Oswal

I am studying in the first year of Computer Engineering in 
Cummins College of Engineering for Women, Karvenagar. 
Actually I got 90 per cent  in 10th, 81 per cent  in 12th, and 
122 in CET but they could have been of no use if Khushboo 
Charitable Trust had not helped me by giving me 100 percent  
scholarship because my family was totally helpless for paying 
my college fees. I am really very thankful to your whole team. 
When I will earn money, I will do the same work which you’re 
doing now.

Altaf Somani

We’ve all seen how nice it is to watch the twinkling stars. But 
do we know that they are nothing but hard rocks in space. It 
is actually the unevenness in the atmosphere and the sunlight 
getting reflected from them which make them look shiny. So this 
is what I relate myself to. It’s Khushboo that has helped me live 
my dream—my dream to become an Engineer—and I really run 
short of words in expressing my gratitude towards Khushboo. 

I wish and I pray to God that He keeps empowering Khushboo 
and all the people engaged in this work to carry on their 
beautiful work of assisting the deserving candidates who 
definitely have the capability to excel in their respective fields 
and shine like stars.

Thank you, Khushboo
Khushboo Charitable Trust believes 
in the power of education. It offers 
scholarships to the less fortunate 
children to pursue their higher 
education. Here are expressions of 
gratitude from the students who have 
benefitted from Khushboo. 

NOTE: The write-ups by the students featured here 
have been published ‘as is’ to retain the originality. 
The readers are requested to appreciate the 
depth of emotions of the students and ignore the 
grammatical errors.   Students from L-R: Kishor, Pragati, Krutika and Altaf

You will be missed dearly…
Cybage extends its deepest condolences to the bereaved family of Mahesh Lad. We pray to the Almighty 
for the departed soul to rest in peace.

Mahesh was a CSR Executive working full time for CybageAsha and Khushboo Charitable Trust for Pune 
location.   

Mahesh Lad  (October 1985 - February 2013)
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Over the years, CybageAsha has been helping several schools 
by providing better infrastructure, educational facilities, and 
a lot more. This time, CybageAsha set up better educational 
arrangements for the underprivileged children of Sant Gadge 
Maharaj Vidyalaya in Koregaon Park, Pune.  

Late Harishchandra Shankarao Patil, the founder of Sant Gadge 
Maharaj Vidyalaya, started the school in the year 1956. Since 
inception, the school has been managed by the Patil family.  
You will be surprised to know that the trustee – Manali Patil, 
Harishchandra’s daughter left her stint with a leading software 
organization to help run the school. Manali wanted to instill 
morals and ethics in kids and make them aware of the rich 
culture they were a part of. This is what Manali and her staff of 
22 people are constantly striving for.   

The school was facing problems because of bad infrastructure. 
When CybageAsha offered help to the school management, 
they willingly accepted it. CybageAsha has provided them 
with 50 benches for children, restored the school flooring, 
and painted the school walls. The school’s infrastructure was 
revamped within no time. 

CybageAsha has always underlined its commitment towards 
social well-being. This was a part of it.

The students are happy to study in a decent school with good 
infrastructure and quality education. 

“Earlier we had old splintered wooden benches that were broken 
from the joints and thus posed a threat to the students, but with 
the help of institutions like CybageAsha, we can now study on 
well-painted metal benches”, comments a student.

A bright NEW future

Over the years, CybageAsha, with its numerous 
endeavors, has aimed at betterment of the 
underprivileged children. This time again, the Trust has 
resurrected a school to ensure better education to kids.

CybageAsha and Cybage employees together organized a spectacular Diwali funfair at Cybage Towers, Pune. The noble intent was 
to raise funds to bring new life and cheer to the less fortunate. A total of Rs. 10 lakhs was donated by CybageAsha under its welfare 
project vertical to five Pune-based NGOs—Radha Medical Trust, Spandan Pratishthan, Savali, Navkshitij, and Swa-Roopwardhinee. 

CybageAsha plans to build long-term association with these NGOs and help them provide nutritional, medical, and educational aid 
to the needy. Deepak and his mother, Pushpa Nathani, graced the event and felicitated representatives of these NGOs.

As a part of the event, CybageAsha also felicitated a few Cybagians for their remarkable contribution to various social welfare 
activities conducted by CybageAsha. Dipesh Nilawar, Amit Dhavale, Amit Dandawate, and Vipul Bhaskar were among the felicitated 
volunteers from Pune while Spandana Kandregula and Venkata Maganti were felicitated at Hyderabad.

 Felicitation of NGOs and CybageAsha volunteers by Deepak Nathani with CSR team, Pune 

 Students sitting on the benches donated by CybageAsha

Spreading more smiles

CybageAsha
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Wonder companions
“A dog doesn’t care if you are rich or poor, clever or 
dull, smart or dumb. Give him your heart and he’ll give 
you his. How many people can you say that about? 
How many people can make you feel rare and pure 
and special?” Here are a few Cybagians who like to 
quote this famous dialogue from Marley & Me as they 
share an intimate bond with their pet dogs. 

Neelima Lingam | UI Designer, Pune  

Pet’s name: Max  Breed: Labrador 
As Neelima rightly says, “His lovable face and sunny disposition 
makes it fun to be around him.” Max enjoys his life king size. He 

is the gentlest 
creature and he 
has bonded well 
not just with 
Neelima, but 
with everyone in 
the family. This 
black lab – Max, 
has a childlike 
enthusiasm 
for life that 
is certainly 
contagious.

Ishna Nerurkar | Instructional Designer, Pune  

Pet’s name: Teddy and Bumpy Breed: Mongrel 

Ishna adopted Teddy and Bumpy six years ago, and since then 
they’ve been inseparable. The adoption was easy, but later the 
residents of the building 
made false allegations to 
do away with the dogs. 
However, her love for 
her ‘children’— as she 
fondly calls them - made 
her raise this issue to an 
NGO - People for Animals 
(PFA), and they helped 
her. Ishna gave Teddy and 
Bumpy a secure place to 
live and in turn she got 
companions for life.

Raunaq Lalwani | Associate Project Manager, Gandhinagar

Pet’s name: Mario  Breed: Golden Retriever

Mario is a classic family companion. Raunaq adopted Mario 
when he was just a month old and since six years, Mario has 
proven his loyalty toward his family. In Mario, Raunaq found 
a cheerful, kind, and affectionate pet. Raunaq feels blessed to 
have a pet who stands true to the saying, “A dog is the only 
thing on earth that loves you more than you love yourself.”

Subhayu Chakraborti | Sr. Content Writer, Pune 

Pet’s name: Gaboo  Breed: Bullmastiff 

He is kingly in the truest sense! From 
his successful participation in the 
Goa and Kolhapur Dog Shows to 
getting pampered to manicures and 
pedicures, this bullmastiff knows how 

to seek attention. For Subhayu, Gaboo 
is more than a pet – he is his best friend. 

Gaboo likes to go everywhere and be a 
part of everything. He is laidback unless 
threatened, fearless, active, spirited, 

and famous for his unconditional love 
toward Subhayu and family.

Priya Parnerkar | Sr. Executive - Infrastructure, Pune 

Pet’s name: Jumbo Breed: Old English sheepdog 

A gift from her sister, Priya never knew she would come across 
a ‘miracle with paws’. This big Jumbo - loving, affectionate, and 

caring pet has 
become the 
most loving 
member for 
Priya and 
her family. 
From themed 
birthday parties 
to a swim in the 
pool, Jumbo 
gets lavish 
treatments like 
no one else.
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Melodious and soothing music played in the air as one of 
the most awaited event, Musical Night @ Cybage (MNC) 
commenced at the Pune center. This event is the platform for 
Cybagians with a penchant for music to showcase their talent. 

The audience broke into spontaneous applause several times 
during the two-and-a-half hour musical, and swayed to the 
tunes of Bollywood hits such as Naadan parindey, Sadda haq, 
Paani da rang, and Teri deewani.

Yogesh Kulkarni, Antariksh Mishra, Tanmay Palnitkar, Pratik 
Adhav, Harshada Patil, Parth Umrani, and Amit Habu were 

among the prominent performers who made this corporate 
musical night a melodious success.

The night could not be so rocking without the power-packed 
performance of Cybage band— Pushkar Gokhale (Drums), 
Kirit Mandavgane (Lead Guitar and Keyboard), Amit Gadgil 
(Bass Guitar), Gurudutta Shelke (Rhythm Guitar), Hrushikesh Rao 
(Keyboard), Gunawardhan Soman (Percussion) Prachi Kane, and 
Abhishek Deewangan (Mouth Organ).

A special performance ‘Summer of 69’ was dedicated to Cybage 
customers Mark Farr and Chad Stott from XOLogic, who also 
graced the occasion with their presence. 

A musical nite! 

Struck by cupid!
Lucky are the couples who get a chance to work together in the same organization, luckier are those who find 
their perfect match in a colleague. CybageTimes dropped in at the cubicles of such lucky Cybagians shot by 
Cupid’s arrow while working at Cybage, Pune center.

Utkarsh (Delivery Manager) and  
Bindiya Sharma (System Analyst)

It is a wonderful experience for Utkarsh to find wife Bindiya in 
the same company premises.  He says, “Bindiya and I work on 
different projects and have a lot to share and discuss. Driving 
down together to office, meeting at lunch, having a cup of 
coffee together… this is a stress buster for both.” It was love 
at first sight for Utkarsh as he met Bindiya in Cybage. Bindiya, 
however, took a bit longer to take the decision. After quite a 
while of wooing and winning, they decided to tie the knot.

Kshitij (Sr. Software Engineer) and  
Gayatri Dhalgaonkar (UI Designer) 

Marriages are made in heaven, they say, and this holds true 
for both Kshitij and Gayatri. Both studied in the same institute 
and later joined Cybage to work in the same project. Mere 
introduction developed into a friendship, and soon they realized 
that they were made for each other. A married couple working 
together in the same organization has its own advantages.  
No wonder Kshitij says, “It feels nice to work with my wife here.  
This makes Cybage my second home in a true sense.”
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Reflections and resolutions 

I would like to start something new or bring about a 
change as and when there is an opportunity and not 
wait for the New Year to dawn. Incidentally, this used 
to be my New Year resolution a few years ago.

Swapnil Deshmukh | QA Manager, Pune

I am fond of music and play the synthesizer. However, 
I never considered playing in the presence of a live 
audience until I attended the recent Musical Nights @ 

Cybage event. I was inspired 
by the performances of my 
colleagues on stage. My 
resolution for 2013 is to hone 
my musical skills, and who 
knows - you might see me in 
the next MNC!

Benazeer Pasha
Software Engineer, Pune

I do not believe resolutions should be made only at the 
start of the New Year. I believe one can make them any 
time of the year and fulfil them, even if it is for a day.  
I would like to follow one of 
Bob Dylan’s quotes which says 
“A man is a success if he gets 
up in the morning and gets to 
bed at night, and in between 
he does what he wants to do.”

Vishal John 
Sr. Technical Support Executive, Pune

My resolution is to learn 
and gain knowledge from 
challenges that spring up in 
my life, and approach them 
with a blend of leadership 
skills and positive attitude.

Satyanarayana Kona
Sr. Software Engineer, Hyderabad

Why wait for a New Year? 
That’s procrastination, and it’s 
like fooling yourself! Whenever 
I resolve to do something,  
I just dive in on the very same 
day. 

Aniket Shinde
Executive Pre-sales, Pune

I follow the Path of Bliss - liberation of the self and service for the welfare of all 
creation! I shall continue my journey on the same path. You don’t need a New Year’s 
Resolution when you discover your mission in life, do you? 

Dewesh Shrivastava | Sr. QA Engineer, Gandhinagar
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I prefer setting goals than making resolutions, as the latter 
ignites hope but the former calls for a plan. This year,  
my hubby and I are planning to open a ‘vacations account’ 
to save for our dream vacations. So, with every penny that 
we add to the account, we will ensure lovely vacations for 
ourselves. 

Minakshi Bhosale | Training Executive, Pune

My 2013 resolution aims to bring harmony and balance in my life by giving more and 
expecting less from people and to build my confidence by connecting with people 
more effectively. I also intend to stay fit and increase awareness on financial aspects. 

Akshay Naigaonkar | Manager – Process, Pune

2013 will be a year of inspiration for me. I want to read 
insightful books, watch thought-provoking movies and 

documentaries, keep abreast 
of the latest developments, 
and interact with and learn 
from people brimming with 
positive energy.

Ajay Kumar 
Bommala 
Web Developer, Hyderabad

I wish to start writing a diary 
this year - one that will hold 
on to memories and make me 
relive nostalgic moments of my 
life that are close to my heart.

Ananda Ingale
Sr. Software Engineer, Pune 

 

New Year’s resolutions don’t really work for me. I always 
believe in doing my part in the best possible way so that  
I feel satisfied with myself. 
Self-realization matters to 
me most in every walk of life, 
and that is what I will always 
adhere to.

Apexa Prajapati 
Sr. System Analyst, Gandhinagar

I want to know myself, and this 
is a lifelong resolution. The 
more I try to introspect,  
I am able to delve deep into 
my consciousness and this 
quest for self-awareness is a 
never-ending journey, which 
would continue well into 2013.

Vishal V. Kulkarni
Network Administrator - IS, Pune

One year ticks over and it’s time to welcome the next one. We want to make the New Year even better than 
the previous one. While we realize some of our resolutions, many of them just melt in thin air. We want to plan 
nevertheless, because it’s fun to make resolutions. Here is what some of the Cybagians resolve to do in 2013!
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Karen Thorat  
Sr. UI Designer, Pune

Eggshell candles

Payal Bhise 
Sr. QA Analyst, 
Pune

Madhubani painting

Shaily Bagchi 
Software  Engineer, 
Hyderabad

Colourful diyas

Photo courtesy 
by  
Abhijit More 
and Prajakta 
Babar

Snehal Pandit  
Business Development 
Executive, Pune

Hand-painted t-shirts

Vipul Karanjkar  
UI Designer, Pune 

Artistic lanterns

Pooja Patel  
Software Engineer, 
Gandhinagar

Peacock diya

Mithila Gandhi  
Software Engineer,  
Pune

Paper quilled frames
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Our choices can alter the course of our future. For 
those committed to the future of a greener planet, 
cycling is becoming a popular choice. And, so it is  
for Cybagians!  

As kids, getting on the saddle and pedaling away to see the 
little distant neighborhoods, the mango orchard beyond the 
railway crossing, the abandoned bridge on the city outskirts, 
was such joy! A cycle ride was not about speed; it was about 
catching up with the terrain and the sights that moved at an 
observant pace. 

Then, something unfortunate happened. Giving up the 
noiseless and smokeless ride, we embraced fuel-guzzling 
engines. Choked traffic, loud honking, and prolonged 
commutes became part of our lives. Strangely, we have been 
cursing the situation even while contributing to it! Well,  
a few individuals have stopped cursing and contributing to  
this urban menace. They have got back to cycling. 

Cycling is rightly called the panacea for modern lifestyle 
diseases. Roshan Lal, a Software Engineer, believes, “In my 
opinion, if you want to burn excess calories and lose weight 
gradually, cycling is the best option. Also, doing your bit for 
the environment gives you immense satisfaction.” He adds, 
“Stick to a healthy diet and start slow.”  

And, please do not mistake it for a passing fad. Apparently, 
it’s an ever-deepening love affair. People also cycle because 
they love to cycle. Rajesh Kardile, Sr. Software Engineer, has 
been riding to work for a year now. The day he has to leave his 
bicycle home and drive to work, he is filled with regret.  
“The added perk of cycling is the sound sleep I experience at 
night.” avers Rajesh. 

Every Friday, Divya Ranadive, Instructional Designer, rides a 
distance of 16.5 kms (one way) from home to the office.  
She opines, “Moderate cycling is good for working women, 
who hardly find time to exercise. Too much convenience is 
killing us. For those staying close to the office, it definitely 
makes sense that they ride a bicycle to work.” “Just carry an 
extra pair of clothes”, she advises. 

A bicycle has other benefits too. “It’s amusing to watch a cyclist 
cut short the convoluted U-turn with a simple dismount-lift-
remount exercise and whistle past the honkers on the other 
side of the road,” quips Vimith Wilson, System Analyst.   

Well, the benefits of cycling cannot be exaggerated. Then, 
what prevents us from making such a healthy choice?  
Amit Durgapal, Documentation Analyst, says, “Maybe, we 
think, conveyance is age- and class-bound. It’s a question of 
rising above such petty notions and giving it a start.” 

So, it’s up to us what we make of the future: Full of traffic  
jams, polluted, and sickening? Or, decongested, clean,  
and revitalizing? 

Pedal to work 

Happy and healthy cyclists from L-R:  Roshan, Vimith, Rajesh, Amit along with Divya




